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Introduction
Welcome to the Post-Cable Era
It’s hard to articulate what exactly
defines “TV” anymore. Consumers
spend roughly as much time in front
of their television sets as they did
twenty years ago, but the behavior
and content underlying those
engagements look radically different.
Broadcast programming is no longer
the only game in town, and for as
little as $291, consumers can turn
any TV into an Internet-connected
entertainment engine, streaming ondemand any number of shows, movies,
apps, games, and more.
This burgeoning channel of post-cable programming
is called over-the-top (OTT) content, referring to
devices such as streaming boxes, gaming consoles,
and connected TV devices that allow audiences to
consume premium online video through their TV
sets. Although traditional TV remains a gargantuan,
$70 billion industry2, it finally appears to be on the
cusp of its digital transformation, with OTT leading
the way — outpacing even the high-growth mobile
video category.
For marketers, OTT is no longer a channel that can
be overlooked, or tabled for future consideration.
The number of cable-less households is growing
consistently at 30% every year3, as older customers
cut the cord and younger audiences opt out of the
cable bundle altogether. Roughly two-thirds of U.S.

consumers, or 193 million people4, now use an OTT
device every month. Any video advertising campaign
that lacks an OTT component risks missing out on a
significant portion of their target audience.
The future of TV is digital, which not only benefits
consumers, but also opens up a range of new
possibilities for advertisers, combining the precision
of digital advertising with the immersive canvas of
large television sets.
This industry overview outlines the market size and
growth forecast of OTT, its unique benefits for video
advertisers, and the first-mover opportunities that are
still on the table for marketers over the coming year,
before the exponential growth of OTT kicks into full
gear and a flood of competitors race to fill the market.

1 Roku Express vs. Chromecast vs. Fire TV (Digital Trends, October 2016)

3 US OTT Video Service Users, 2016-2021 (eMarketer, July 2017)

2 The Future of OTT TV Advertising, 2014-2020 (TDG Research, Q1 2015)

4 US OTT Video and Pay TV Ecosystem: eMarketer’s Estimates for
2016–2021 (eMarketer, August 2017)
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Sizing up the OTT Market
Current + Growth Forecast
Like any new technology, OTT started as a niche market before exploding
in popularity to the point of near-ubiquity. For the first time this year, more
than half of U.S. households5 regularly used connected TVs — and by 2021,
analysts expect OTT penetration to reach three-quarters of all Internet
users6. The runaway success of OTT shouldn’t be surprising. When given
the option, consumers prefer greater choice and control over their viewing
habits. And as the the base price of connected devices and TVs drop further,
we can expect to see more audiences adopt the technology and re-think
their existing cable subscriptions.

Demographics
Cable TV is increasingly the exclusive domain of
older audiences. Median viewer ages across almost
every major TV network is in the mid-to-high 50s,
with younger consumers opting to enjoy TV and
video content through OTT devices, where the
median age is 317. Any brand looking to engage
younger audiences must incorporate OTT into their
marketing mix, and other advertisers should pay
close attention to the shifting demographics. Older
cord-cutter audiences are growing much faster than
younger cord-nevers, meaning that OTT will soon
reflect a broader portion of population.

Median Age & Income7

TV

OTT

Age: 54
Income: $51.5K

Age: 31
Income: $61.2K

Cord-Cutters & Cord-Nevers5

33%
5 US OTT Video Service Users, 2016-2021 (eMarketer, July 2017)
6 US OTT Video and Pay TV Ecosystem: eMarketer’s Estimates for
2016–2021 (eMarketer, August 2017)

Cord-cutters
jumped 33% this year

6%
Cord-nevers
grew by only 6%

7 OTT Viewability Metrics (Nielsen NPower, May 2017)
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Devices

Connected Home Device Penetration
Among US WiFi Households

Within the highly competitive field of OTT, there are
dozens of major companies and platforms vying to
become the next major “pipe” for the post-cable
future. Streaming boxes have gained the most
traction so far, reaching 40% of the market, though
Smart TVs and game consoles are not far behind8.
Roku has achieved a sizeable lead as the most
popular streaming option, outselling Apple TV and
Google Chromecast more than two-to-one in the U.S9.
This market won’t likely consolidate anytime soon, so
brand advertisers must gather the talent and partners
necessary to navigate the fragmented landscape.

40%

30%

28%

Streaming
Box/Stick

Smart TV

Game
Console

OTT Media Devices
Source: comScore Connected Home, U.S., April 2017

Time-of-Day
Some marketers have rightfully voiced concerns about potential overlap between traditional TV and OTT
audiences. While this was a murky distinction for years, recent surveys have found concrete evidence
that consumers are using OTT to replace, not supplement, their linear TV habits. OTT viewing coincides
almost perfectly with live TV viewing throughout the day, including the busiest primetime hours, which
have dwindled on linear channels at the same time that OTT primetime ratings are rising10. These findings
reinforce the idea that many audiences are maintaining similar TV viewing habits, even as they swap out
their cable box for an OTT device.

Household Share of Daily TV Viewing

Household Share of TV Viewing Type by Daypart
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Source: comScore TV Essentials & Total Home Custom Reporting, U.S., December 2016

8 Intelligence Report: State of OTT (comScore, April 2017)

10 Intelligence Report: State of OTT (comScore, April 2017)

9 Streaming Media Players: Brand Market Share by Installed Base
(Parks Associates, August 2017)
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The Unique Benefits of
OTT Video Advertising
As traditional TV viewership spills onto new platforms and devices, it’s
important for marketers to recognize that OTT is more than just a logistical
necessity — it’s an entirely new category of video advertising. By bringing
digital technology to larger-sized TV screens, OTT opens up a range of
storytelling and interactive capabilities previously unavailable to TV marketers.

“Viewers are consuming television programming
on more devices for increased control and a better
user experience. This presents marketers with a
richer canvas for telling their stories and allows for
improved measurement capabilities.”
—Mike Bologna, President of MODI Media

Unparalleled Engagement

Cinematic Quality

While linear TV audiences are often fickle with
their attention, OTT viewers tend to be engaged
for long stretches of time when they finally sit in
front of the TV screen. Binge viewing is a common
practice for OTT audiences, defined as watching
three or more episodes back-to-back, with nearly
60% of users citing this method as their primary
way of watching TV11. These habits translate into
drastically higher engagement with branded content
and advertisements as well, with OTT audiences
reporting a whopping 97% ad completion rate12.

The cinematic nature of TV affords brands a bigger
canvas for telling stories that can emotionally connect
with their audiences. As evidenced by the higher ad
completion rates, OTT viewers tend to be in a laidback mindset, open to exploring content of any kind
that may be interesting, be it from a publisher, cable
channel, or brand advertiser. Brands can capitalize
on this opportunity by telling more in-depth stories,
or encouraging audiences to engage with related
content they may like within the video ad.

11 Study: TV Redefined (Hub Entertainment Research, August 2017)

12 2017 Global Video Benchmarks Report (Innovid, 2017)
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Avoiding Digital Pitfalls
Although OTT is technically a form of digital
advertising, its unique relationship to linear TV sets
and premium content providers has helped it avoid
the pitfalls that have plagued much of the industry.
TV screens are not cluttered by browser tabs or
pop-up media units that relentlessly compete for
viewers attention; instead, OTT advertisers can rest
assured that their videos will be fully viewable on
screen. Additionally, OTT is by and large protected
from the fraud associated with open ad exchanges,
since premium video inventory is almost exclusively
filled through direct relationships between buyers
and media companies.

6

OTT is Digital Advertising

100% Viewable

Non-Fraudulent
Guarantee
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Introducing OTT 2.0
First-to-Market Opportunities
Even as OTT gains traction among marketers, there remain several earlymover opportunities by which brands can take advantage of this lean-back,
large-screen environment. By partnering with video marketing platforms that
support smarter distribution — including real-time personalization and crossdevice support — advertisers can unlock the maximum value from every single
click or impression.

Interactive Ads Drive
Users Down-Funnel

Data-Driven Video
For Every User

The interactive nature of OTT enables marketers
to drive goals beyond brand awareness, achieving
deeper engagement with audiences. In-unit branded
microsites can recommend additional content,
relevant products within a carousel, and nudge
users closer to consideration — and ultimately
purchase. Marketers who have invested heavily in
content creation can also prompt users to install
branded channels alongside their favorite OTT apps
and streaming services on the home screen.

Brands can take interactive video one step further
by partnering with distribution platforms that support
personalization through integrations with data
management platforms and/or marketing clouds,
enabling advertisers to customize the content of each
ad based on a user’s context. With personalization
technology, marketers can target ads by location, time
of day, weather, device type, and more. Retailers can
recommend nearby stores and weather-appropriate
apparel products, while movie promoters can point
to the nearest theaters and upcoming showtimes.
Hyper-relevant ads such as these generate higher
engagement rates and catalyze advertiser efforts to
drive users down-funnel.

7

Coordinated Cross-Device Campaigns
Watching TV is increasingly a two (or more) screen experience. In the realm of OTT, nearly two-thirds
audiences simultaneously browse the internet on their mobile devices while lounging in front of the
television set 13. This is an opportunity for marketers to reinforce their OTT advertisements and capitalize on
consumers’ curiosity. Forging connections between TV and mobile content can create stickier relationships
with audiences, which advertisers can activate on to promote purchasing products online, in the moment.

“We’re all biding time… until linear TV begins to
seriously wane and consumers shift to consuming
content via OTT technologies”
—Michael Greene, Vice President, Product Strategy, AudienceScience

13 “TV & Media” (Ericsson, November 2016)
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Conclusion
Bringing OTT Into Your Video Marketing Mix
For marketers, OTT represents one of the few remaining frontiers in the world
of digital advertising. Its size is too large to ignore, and yet many marketers
continue to focus too much of their attention and dollars on the increasingly
saturated and over-priced channels of search and social.
As OTT adoption continues to accelerate, there is
a brief window in which marketers can get ahead
of the competition and establish relationships with
these highly-engaged audiences. OTT is not only
a logistical necessity for marketers, but its own
growth opportunity, as the combination of digital
technology and larger-sized TV screens fosters new
consumer behaviors.
Because there is so much to win in the
transformation from linear to digital TV, there
will likely continue to be a crowded landscape of
companies, devices, and platforms vying for control
over the OTT space. Marketers can save significant

time and resources by seeking out technology
partners that simplify the process of delivering and
optimizing video advertising across these channels.
In order to jumpstart your video marketing efforts,
consider partnering with a platform that can power
more efficient and effective video distribution,
including personalized messaging and cross-device
support. By investing in OTT sooner rather than later,
marketers can gain an immediate leg up on their
slower competitors, while positioning themselves for
longer-term success in the post-cable era — when it
inevitably arrives.

Interested in learning more about how OTT can improve your video
marketing strategy? Send us a note for a consultation with one of
our specialists.
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